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Table 1. Effectiveness of Patch Sampling Ratio. We evaluate the
impact of the sampling ratio on IP102 Classification [5] with four
sampling ratio, i.e. 25%, 50%, 75%, and 90%.

Sampling Ratio 25% 50% 75% 90%
Accuracy@1 (%) 65.2 73.3 72.1 69.8
Accuracy@5 (%) 82.8 91.6 90.9 88.3

A. Insect-1M Dataset

The dataset is provided in a JSON file nam-
ing Insect-1M.json. The JSON file in-
cludes two attributes: insect records and
description records. Each record in
insect records includes insect ID, taxonomies,
image URL, and a list of description IDs. Each record
in description records includes description ID,
taxonomic name, and description.

B. Fine-tuning Details

For the IP102 classification task, the images are rescaled
into 256 for the shortest side and randomly cropped into
224 × 224. The model is fine-tuned iteratively with 30
epochs. The pre-trained backbone of the proposed model,
i.e., ViT, is used for fine-tuning. For the IP102 detection
task, we use Faster-RCNN [3] with the pre-trained back-
bone of the proposed model. The images are rescaled ran-
domly from 400 to 800 for the shortest side in the training
phase and rescaled into 800 in the testing phase.

C. Effectiveness of Patch Sampling Ratio

Table 1 shows the evaluation results of the patch sampling
ratio selection affecting the model performance. It shows
that the sampling ratio of 50% is the best ratio when the
lower ratio of 25% prevents the model from having suffi-
cient information for pretraining. Meanwhile, higher ratios,
i.e., 75% and 90%, weaken the learning ability of the model.

Table 2. Classification results on iNat-2021 Insect Benchmark
[4]. Both proposed models pre-trained with and without the insect
descriptions outperform prior methods by a large margin.

Method Description Pre-train
Data

Acc@1
(%)

Acc@5
(%)

Vit-B/16 [1] ✗ ImageNet1K 87.00 96.21
MAE [2] ✗ Insect-1M 87.52 96.42
CoCa [6] ✓ Insect-1M 88.22 96.70
Insect-Foundation ✗ Insect-1M 89.23 96.88
Insect-Foundation ✓ Insect-1M 90.40 97.36

D. Additional Experimental Results
We have extended experimental results of the Insect sub-
set of iNat-2021 [4] for the classification task on the full
training dataset. As shown in Table 2, compared to MAE
and CoCa, our method achieves higher accuracy from
87.52% to 89.23% without taxonomic descriptions and
from 88.22% to 90.40% with descriptions.

E. Image Sources and Copyright
The Insect-1M dataset is collected from several sources. A
major part of this dataset comes from our own photos cap-
tured from real insect samples provided by the Entomology
and Plant Pathology Department Library of the University
of Arkansas from a 5-year research project collaboration re-
lated to this work. We own the copyright for this portion of
the dataset. Another part of the dataset was collected from
various sources on the Internet. We respect the copyright of
these images and provide their URLs in the dataset.
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